Balancing your inventory of cookies on hand is critical. Count the number of packages/cases on hand in the
troop inventory daily and compare that to the number of packages/cases that eBudde says the troop should
have in inventory. The troop’s inventory is listed in the Difference row at the bottom of the GIRL ORDERS tab.
Timely entry of the girl orders (based on the signed receipts) in the GIRL ORDERS tab, and entry of the booth
sales (using the Booth Sales Recorder app or the “Record Sales “ option of the BOOTH SITES tab), should
make balancing much easier.

The TRANSACTIONS tab holds all of the information about the troop’s inventory. You will see your SIO order,
cupboard orders, troop-to-troop transfers, and Digital Cookie orders on this page.
•

•
•

Note: Digital Cookie orders appear as DOC Mxxxxxxx from 2nd Party C1000. These are imported from
Digital Cookie and cannot be edited. Payment is also automatically applied, so the troop will be credited
(in the PAYMENTS tab) for these cookies on their final ACH debit.

Will help the troop to know how many cookies are in inventory (to determine if more cookies are needed or
the troop has too many and needs to start troop to troop transfers).
Will make wrapping up the sale so much easier (no scrambling at the end of the sale to fix a problem).

If there is a difference, double check the following:
•
•

Recount your actual on-hand inventory.
Verify that all girl orders and booth packages sold have been entered according to the signed receipts or
boothing worksheets.

o
o

If a girl has returned cookies, you can add a “-“ (minus sign) in a girl’s transaction to take cookies away
from a girl and put them back into the troop’s inventory.
You can also make corrections to an entry by clicking on that line and entering your edits.

Confirm cupboard pickups using the signed receipts and review the TRANSACTIONS tab (Note: if there is a
pending cupboard order, that order will be included in the Total Order row on the GIRL ORDERS tab). Some
cupboards use the Cupboard Keeper app, which means there are no signed receipts, but they do receive an
email upon digitally signing for the product.

